
SENATE BILL 1146 (SB1146)
SB1146 denies William Jessup University and other faith-based universities 
and colleges in California the ability to function according to Biblical 
worldview, religious beliefs and constitutional principles, by limiting the 
university’s religious exemption (and liberties) as it relates to LGBTQ and 
sexual orientation gender identity (SOGI) and Title IX.  SB1146 will greatly 
impact Jessup’s Student Handbook’s Code of Conduct, residential and 
athletic sexual and gender policies, as well as continual legal threats to 
campus prayer, faculty, chapel, and other Biblical and religious core mission 
and service across our campus.

Read more at: 
jessup.edu/religiousliberty

WHAT CAN I DO?
1. Study God’s Word and live (truth and grace) a Biblical Worldview
2. Support WJU in prayer and in supporting student scholarships
3. Personally reference and refer: jessup.edu/religiousliberty
4. Respectfully Communicate with your CA. State Assembly and 

Senate Members
5. Respectfully Communicate with the CA. Governor’s Office
6. View and share Dr. Jackson’s four-part video presentation at:   

jessup.edu/religiousliberty



Dear Friends,

California’s State Senate recently passed a bill that limits religious 
liberties for all California Christian Colleges and Universities, and 
that same bill is now pending approval in the Assembly. The bill 
labeled SB 1146 is a flawed bill that denies faith  based universi-
ties in California the ability to function based on religious beliefs 
and constitutional principles.

Although this may not be the intention of state Sen. Ricardo Lara 
(D Bell Gardens) and colleagues, the bill is discriminatory and violates the 
First Amendment and freedom of religion that we are promised in our nation and state. For 
those familiar with SB 1146, the overall assumption is that the bill protects LGBT students 
against discrimination at private Christian universities. However, this perception serves merely 
as a Red herring leading audiences toward a false conclusion based upon discrimination and 
ultimately omitting the devastating impact upon constitutional freedoms.

Tens of thousands of students in California, many of them first  generation college students 
and people of various nationalities, will potentially have their college of choice removed from 
the menu due to this bill.

SB 1146 seeks to narrow a religious exemption in California to only those schools that prepare 
students for pastoral ministry. This effectively eliminates the religious liberty of all California faith 
based universities that integrate spiritual life with the entire campus educational experience.

Prayer, chapel services, spiritual formation groups and required public service are all integral 
parts of the educational experience on faith  based campuses. In the name of “transparency 
and recourse,” the bill opens up the pathway for harassment lawsuits when the universities 
simply go about the integrated spiritual experience of their shared life.

Students choose to attend faith-based universities because they find a place of safety and 
freedom. The universities provide residential facilities that are clearly delineated by gender and 
supported by a loving and caring student life staff. Faith  based universities in California work 
hard at providing their students a diverse, respectful, safe and challenging environment to 
learn and prepare for service and vocation in life. The passage of SB 1146 seeks to destroy 
that time  honored foundation.

Our country was founded upon principles of religious liberty that enable people to express 
their religious convictions in their lives, including the environment where they study and grow.

If passed, SB 1146 would undercut the very fabric of higher education, which advocates for 
diversity of opinion and freedom of discourse. For faith based universities, the educational and 
religious missions are intertwined and the separation of the two would destroy the framework 
of our institutions. William Jessup University in Rocklin and other similar universities in the 
state continue to urge reasonable dialogue and implore political and educational leaders to join 
with all Californians in creating an environment where grace, kindness and civil discourse can 
coexist with strong sentiment on matters of great importance.

The passage of SB 1146 would have a profound negative impact upon all California faith 
based students and the universities that have successfully integrated higher education with 
spirituality. Therefore we advocate a No vote on SB 1146 and urge the Governor not to sign 
the bill should it make its way to his desk.

John Jackson, Ph.D.
  President, William Jessup University
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